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The product: 

Domestic Violence 
survivors are looking 
for products that 
understand their 
healing process. 
Survivors are looking 
for ongoing 
emotional support 
and products that 
honor their past and 
while giving hope to 
the future.

Project overview

Project duration:

Spring of 2022



The problem: 

Domestic Violence survivors, no matter 

their level of treatment, need products, 

services, and resources that provide 

emotional support as they continue 

through the healing process.

Project overview

The goal: 

Our emotionally supportive products will let users find 

additional emotional support which will affect DV 

survivors, independent of treatment level find new paths 

of healing by providing a items that support DV survivors 

in being seen, heard, and validated. We will measure 

effectiveness by the website being more utilized, and 

sales increasing. This will allow Tenacity Art to donate 

more to help other DV survivors in crisis. 



insight

user need

user characteristics

because

is a/an
user name

who needs

.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

She needs to continue the healing process even after the initial crisis has ended.

DV specific products that provide emotional support

Sarah Early Recovery DV survivor



insight

user need

user characteristics

because

is a/an
user name

who needs

.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

She needs to continue the healing process even years later.

DV specific products that provide emotional support

Harriet Advanced Recovery DV survivor



The final problem statement: 
Domestic Violence survivors, no matter their level of treatment, need products, services, and 

resources that provide emotional support as they continue through the healing process.

Project overview



My role: 

Lead UX Designer, Website Developer

Project overview

Responsibilities: 

User Research, Ideate, Coding in Javascript, 

Design and Creation of Website



Understanding
the user

● Empathy Maps

● User research

● Personas

● Problem statements

● User journey maps



User research: summary

By conducting a series of interviews, surveys and reading available research papers, I discovered 
how much domestic violence survivors need at the being of treatment and how that need 

continues even after years of treatment. Working with trauma survivors as an artist and being a 
trauma warrior myself, I was aware of the need for continued support . However, I was not aware 
how prevalent the problem was or that support was still needed 20 years after the initial trauma. 
This was reported by one interviewee. According to the research study Meeting Survivors’ Needs: A 
Multi-State Study of Domestic Violence Shelter Experiences, Final Report, 73% of respondents wanted 
emotional support. By conducting competitive audit of the top 4 apps in Apple App Store, people 

wanted better apps. Many apps were free and crashed constantly, tracked users without 
permission, and charged without permission for higher end content. 



2018  |  Confidential and Proprietary

SAYS THINKS

FEELSDOES
User

“I wish I had a guide for 
getting through this. Or 
even a journal with 
prompts made just for 
domestic violence 
survivors.”

Attends support 
groups, therapy, and 
still wants to be seen 
by others and the 
world.

Forgotten by the 
market and the world

Sad, alone but 
needing support 
healing

Sarah

Empathy Map:
Sarah
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SAYS THINKS

FEELSDOES
User

“I have also found that 
giving survivors a time 
and place to share their 
stories is powerful and 
can help along the 
process.”

Tries to support 
others as they heal by 
giving them space to 
speak their truth. 

Healing is not easy 
and takes time. Years 
later survivors still 
need emotional 
support.

Healing is a lifelong 
process

Harriet

Empathy Map:
Harriet



User research: Early Recovery DV Pain Points 

Pain point

93% Early Recovery DV 
survivors  wanted 

emotional support. (Lyon 
et al., 2008)

Pain point

  97% Early Recovery DV 
survivors reported 

wanted help, “Paying 
attention to my own 

needs” (Lyon et al., 2008)

Pain point

92% Early Recovery DV 
survivors reported 
wanted help with 

“dealing with feelings 
that upset me” and 
“dealing with stress” 

(Lyon et al., 2008) 

Pain point

95% Early Recovery DV 
survivors reported 

wanted to “connections 
to other people” (Lyon et 

al., 2008) 

1 2 3 4

Lyon, E., Lane, S., & Menard, A. (2008). Meeting survivors' needs: A multi-state study of Domestic Violence Shelter 
Experiences: Executive summary. PsycEXTRA Dataset. https://doi.org/10.1037/e529462009-001 



User research: Advanced Recovery DV Pain Points 

Pain point

DV survivors need a time 
and place to share their 
stories. It is empowering 

and helps the healing 
process.

Pain point

Once out of crisis, emotional 
support is still need. Hence, 

supportive healing and 
self-care practices and 

products are still sought after; 
however, are often not DV 

specific or easy to find.

Pain point

Advanced Recovery DV 
survivors still struggle 

with triggers, PTSD, and 
other mental health 

issues.  

1 2 3



Persona: Sarah (Early Recovery DV Survivor)

Problem statement:

Courtney is a domestic violence 

survivor that is still in the first 

year of recovery, coming out of 

the crisis phase. She is seeking 

products (and support) that will 

help her start her healing 

journey.



Persona: Harriet (Advanced Recovery DV Survivor) 

Problem statement:

Harriet is a domestic violence survivor 

from her first marriage that was over 20 

years ago. Even after all this time, she is 

still healing. She supports younger 

survivors through volunteering and 

other means. However, she still seeks 

emotional support and healing. She 

works on self-care, self-love, forgiveness 

and acceptance in her healing practice.



User journey map
Persona: Sarah
Goal: Find the website and purchase emotional support products to assist in healing

ACTION Find Website Sign-up for 
Emails

Views 
Resources Look at Products Purchase

TASK LIST

Tasks
A. Google 
DV/emotional support 
products
B. Or click on social 
media ads/posts

Tasks
A. Go to site
B. Email sign-up 
Pops-up 
C. signs up

Tasks
A. Explores site
B. Clicks on 
resources page
C. Views 
resources

Tasks
A. Explores site
B. Finds products’ 
page
C. Finds product to 
purchase

Tasks
A. Choose product
B. Product goes to cart
C.Adds more products & 
personalizes products
D. Finalizes order & get total 
w/tax, enter payment info
E. Order confirmed & shipped

FEELING 
ADJECTIVE

Anxious to find 
products that meet 
needs

Focused Curious Excite but could be 
easily overwhelmed

Excite but could be easily 
overwhelmed

IMPROVEMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES

Make website 
findable

Keep info needed 
simple

Make website 
navigation 
intuitive

Make product 
listings organized, 
personalization 
process easy

Keep process simple and 
provide navigation to make 
changes



User journey map

ACTION Find Website Sign-up for 
Emails View Video Look at Products Purchase

TASK LIST

Tasks
A. Google DV/emotional 
support products
B. Or click on social 
media ads/posts

Tasks
A. Go to site
B. Email sign-up 
Pops-up 
C. signs up

Tasks
A. Explores site
B. Clicks on videos 
page
C. Views videos

Tasks
A. Explores site
B. Finds products’ 
page
C. Finds product to 
purchase

Tasks
A. Choose product
B. Product goes to cart
C.Adds more products & 
personalizes products
D. Finalizes order & get total 
w/tax, enter payment info
E. Order confirmed & shipped

FEELING 
ADJECTIVE

Anxious to find 
products that meet 
needs

Focused Curious Excite but could be 
easily overwhelmed

Excite but could be easily 
overwhelmed

IMPROVEMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES

Make website findable Keep info needed 
simple

Make website 
navigation intuitive

Make product 
listings organized, 
personalization 
process easy

Keep process simple and 
provide navigation to make 
changes

Persona: Harriet 
Goal: Find the website and purchase emotional support products to assist in healing



USER STORY

As a/an

I want to

so that

type of user

action

benefit

.

Early recovery DV survivor

So that I can continue receiving emotional support to aid in my healing process

To be able to buy products and find resources that are made for a DV survivor

Sarah



USER STORY

As a/an

I want to

so that

type of user

action

benefit

.

Advanced recovery DV survivor

So that I can continue receiving emotional support to aid in my healing process

To be able to buy products that are made for a DV survivor

Harriet



● Paper wireframes

● Digital wireframes

● Low-fidelity prototype

● Usability studies

Starting
the design



Paper wireframes 
My goal was to make a website that was focused on helping trauma and domestic violence 

survivors (Tenacity Art’s target market) while innovatively featuring Tenacity Art’s artworks



Digital wireframes 
Users want to interact with the art, not the website’s icons. Hence, the website is 

simple and quick to navigate. However, in later designs, participants in design 

studies wanted to see more artwork sections on the home page.

Splits the 
artwork into 
two sections, 
“Sculpture” and 
“Virtual”

Basic navigation 
icons are 
simplified so the 
artwork can be 
the focus 



Digital wireframes 
Users needed a guide as they navigated the 

checkout process. Also a sample of digital 

wireframe of the “Installation” page.

Users needed a way to 
track where they were 
in the checkout 
process which was 
changed in later 
iteration.

Sample of 
artwork page 
for a specific 
type of artwork



Low-fidelity prototype

Prototype Link: 

https://xd.adobe.com/view/52d5c902-b60d-4aac-

aae0-5cb986d0a9e1-0786/

https://xd.adobe.com/view/52d5c902-b60d-4aac-aae0-5cb986d0a9e1-0786/
https://xd.adobe.com/view/52d5c902-b60d-4aac-aae0-5cb986d0a9e1-0786/


Usability study: findings
After conducting a unmoderated usability study with 5 participants, the findings are given 
below:

Round 1 findings

Insert finding1

Insert finding2

Round 2 findings

Insert finding3

Describe app, tours, and events in more 
detail on homepage. 

1

Create a “waiting room” and in that space 
allow participants to invite other users to 
the app there. 

2

Provide a quick, simple tutorial of how to 
move and interact in a VR space. 

3



● Mockups

● High-fidelity prototype

● Accessibility

Refining
the design



Mockups
Video that was added in after the usability study, I created for the project. Images were hand 

draw in Illustrator and then animated in Final Cut Pro.

Before usability study After usability study



Mockups
Video I created from hand 

drawings. I also created and 

animated the logo for the mockups. 

Logo Video

Introduction Video for 

Domestic Violence Survivors

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1rv78IhjG-fAEUE8pprYJRPo6Z5-_arvU/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1UW8Gg0dBitL332cdILsMQhKcGnDLEhBW/preview


Mockups - After Usability Study - Checkout Navigation Added
Step 1- Shopping Cart Step 2 - Address Step 3 - Payment

Step 4 - Review Step 5 - Confirmation



High-fidelity
prototype

The final high-fidelity prototype 

presented color, easier navigation 

for checkout process, a designed 

logo, and hand drawn videos. All 

of this made the website easier to 

use and allowed users to focus on 

content which is the artwork.

High - Fidelity Prototype of 

Tenacity Art Website

https://xd.adobe.com/view/7f201867-61b2-4acc-a503-e6dba8fe5590-2a73/?hints=off
https://xd.adobe.com/view/7f201867-61b2-4acc-a503-e6dba8fe5590-2a73/?hints=off


Usability study: parameters

Study type:

Unmoderated usability study

Location:

United States, remote

Participants:

5 participants

Length:

20-30 minutes



Accessibility considerations

All the colors were tested 
for all levels of color 

blindness and contract 
issues. 

Navigation was simplified 
that way even 

inexperienced users could 
successfully use the 

website. 

Navigation was added to 
the checkout process to 
allow customers to know 
where they were in the 
process effectively and 

easily. 

1 2 3



● Takeaways

● Next stepsGoing forward



Takeaways

Impact: 

Tenacity Art’s website allows the trauma 
and domestic violence community to 
interact and find artwork/products that 
speak directly to their treatment needs.

One quote from peer feedback:

“I love the video in the beginning. It speaks to 

what it is like to be a domestic violence survivor 

yet is empowering. They “get me” here.”

What I learned:

While designing the Tenacity Art website, I 

learned that creating an innovative, unique 

website takes research and multiple iterations. 

Hence, usability research is invaluable to the 

creation of something new.



Next steps

Build the website. Conduct a usability study 
to start iterating on the 

process of how people will 
interact with the website.

Based on usability results, 
redesign the website 

increase website 
interaction and sales of 
Tenacity Art’s artworks.

1 2 3



Let’s connect!

Insert a few sentences summarizing the next steps you would take with this 

project and why. Feel free to organize next steps in a bullet point list. 

Thank you for your time! Also, thank you for reviewing my Tenacity Art Website and Presentation!

Email: bobbianne.elizabeth@gmail.com
Website: www.tenacityart.com

mailto:bobbianne.elizabeth@gmail.com
http://www.tenacityart.com

